Introduction
The In terna tional Geophysical Year program was the greatest single international collaborative research effort ever devised by man to probe the properties of the planet earth from the depths of the oceans to the domain of interplanetary space. As a part of this program, the scientists of the Central Radio Propagation Laboratory, of the National Bureau of Standards in Boulder, Colorado, und ertook a vast expansion of their radio research efforts in order to contribu te to this international program and to take advantage of th e many different simultaneous measurements being made throughout the world. Although most of the efforts were of a worldwide synoptic character, it was important that certain selected specialized experiments be carried ou t to coincide with the overall effort. The NBS experimental program, during the IGY, ranged from the large synoptic network of ionospheric vertical soundings stations to selected experiments concerned with equatorial fonvard scatter, sporadic-E, radio noise, night airglow and observations on satellite signals. This article is a brief summary of some of these projects at NBS and a preliminary report concerning some of the results available at this time.
(SWI's) totaling 45 days were declared. During 16 of these SWI's 18 geomagnetic disturbances occurred; two of the disturbances being followed by second storms. Only four SWI's totaling 7 days werc not followed by disturbances and one interval of I-day duration was initiated after the storm had started. Approximately two-thirds of the severe geomagnetic disturbances were predicted and onethird were missed. However, previous to the IGY it was thought that if two major torms were forecast during the entire IGY period this would represent adequate success.
. IGY Ionospheric Vertical Sounding o bserva tions by NBS '
Since the IGY was selected to coincide with a period of maximum activity in the solar atmosphere, it was essential that a close watch on the sun be main tained throughout this period. The solar patrols consisted of visual, optical, photographic, photometric, and radio observations of the sun throughout every minute of the IGY period. The IGY World Warning Agency headed by R. C. Moore at the NBS station at Fort Belvoir, Virginia, was d esignated to process and filter these data, to maintain a running acco unt of the "state of the sun", and to alert the scientists of the world to periods of unusual solar activity. At times, during tbose Alerts, Special World In tervals were declared thereby accelerating scientific observations throughout the world. During the entire IGY period 21 Special World Intervals During the International Geophy ical Year a large network of vertical incidence ionospheric sounding stations (about 150) was placed in operation throughout the world. Since the vertical incidence pulse technique is one of the most reliable methods for obtaining a measure of the electron density and the elec tron density profile of the ionosphere, it was important to establish stations of this nature at as many strategic locations as possible. Prior to the IGY the National Bureau of Standards operated 20 stations throughout the world, while during the IGY they operated directly or cooperated with other agencies in the operation of 34 stations. Table 1 lists these stations, gives the geographic and geomagnetic coordina tes, t he angle of magnetic dip, and lists the equipment used at each station. All stations were on a 15-min basic-sounding schedule. Much of the reduction of the data was done at the stations, but all data sent to Boulder on a monthly or bimonthly basis was r eviewed in order to assure smooth and consistent operation of the program. Engineering teams were periodically sent to the stations in order to install any modification of the equipment and to assist where needed. The vertical incidence program at the National Bureau of Standards has been under the direction of A. H. Shapley, R. W. Knecht, and H. G. Selle1'Y. Interesting results have come from the ionospheric soundings from the equatorial close-spaced chain of stations in South America [1).1 These stations were located at Talara, Chiclayo, Chimbote, Huancayo, and La Paz. Their geographic and geomagnetic coordinates are given in table 1. The hourly ionograms for 15 October 1957 were reduced to true height profiles of electron density using the Budden matrL,( method [2] . In figure 1 the variation of 1 Figures in brackets indicate tbe literature referen ces at the end of this paper. 18 4 00)1. 10"
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'~\-" , / foE / --/ 2 clectron density at fixed heights is shown for the 24-hI' period at Huancayo. These curves are typical of the other four stations as welL The sharp incr ease at sunrise in the electron density should be noted as well as the fact that the intermediate levels attain a maximum electron d ensity earlier than the higher levels. In addition, the lower levels exhibit a Chapman-like behavior, i.e., electron density proportional to the square root of the cosine of the sun's zenith angle. Particularly notable is the abrupt rise in height of the electron density at sunset, an effect considerably larger than expected from straight r ecombination alone.
Equatorial sporadic E, which occurs during most daylight hours throughout the year at stations near the equator, appears on the ionogram as a diffuse trace often extending 20 km or more in height and seldom blanketing the F region echoes. The extent of the equatorial sporadic E can r eadily be ascertained from figure 2 which shows the percentage occurrence as a function of the magnetic dip of th e station. Eleven months of data (July 1957 through May 1958) were averaged to obtain the percentages for Talara, Chiclayo, Chimbote, and Huancayo, however, only one month of data was available for La Paz. From the curve it is clear that this form of sporadic E is a very distinctive equatorial phenomena, and that it occurs with a frequency greater than 35 percent only within a belt spread about 5.5 0 to either side of the geomagnetic equator and has dropp ed to a frequency of only 5 percent by 8 0 from the geomagnetic equator. Although earlier workers [3, 4] had suggested a somewhat wider bel t for equatorial sporadic E, recent IGY experiments on the earth's magnetic field in t he vicinity of Lhe geomagnetic equator by S. E . Forbush, as recently reported by H. Odishaw [5] , give a similar width to the equatorial el ectrojet. Note that the scale along tbe rig ht-hand vertical axis represents distance perpendicular to the contours of equal dip and not distance between stations. Although the equatorial sporadic E persisted throughout most days of the year, occasionally it would disappear suddenly for periods of minutes to hours in the early afternoon. . Matsushita [6] has established a definite lunar dependence for this effect, which suggested that a similar relationship might hold true for the time of first appearance for equatorial sporadic E, since these times varied from as early as 0600 and as late as 1000. In contrast, the late afternoon disappearance occurred regularly between 1730 and 1830. In order to test this hypothesis the data for Huancayo from May 1957 to April 1958 were divided into the three seasons (equinox and June and December solstice), Three day running means of the times of first appearance were computed and plotted against the lunar phase as shown in figure 3 . A lunar correlation is clearly evident in the equinoctial and December-solstice curves with equatorial sporadic E appearing earlier in the morning on days of nm·" and full moon. The data for the June solstice do not suggest quite as strong a lunar control, however, as more data become available the scatter of the points may be reduced. Matsushita had explained the lunar effect for the midday disappearance in terms of ionospheric electric currents. He assumed that the equatorial Rporadic E was caused by the vertical drifting of Throe-day running mea n plotted.
electrons in the eastward-Howing electric current and that the lunar tides induce a westward-flowing counter-current which reduces the strength of the sporadic E. Pursuing these arguments further, Knecht [7] of tbe Central R adio Propagation Laboratory points out that during the new and full moon the lunar-indu ced current adds an easterly flow to the already established solar induced easterly dllI'ing the early morning hours, whereas during t he first and third quarter the lunar tide counteracts the easterly solar current thus retarding the appearance of the sporadic E in the morning. It would appear from these observations that Matsushita's hypothesis concerning the electron-current systems has been further verified. the 75° lV meridian, between 40° Nand 10° S. A sample of the results, after interpolation, is shown in figme 4 for 0000, 1200, 1800, and 2200 universal time (u.t. ). Here con toms of iN, the plasma frequency, are shown on a height versus latitude plot. Similar plots have been made for every 2 hI' throughout the 24-hr period, but these suffice to illustrate the phenomena. Several of the usual ionospheric features show up in these diagrams, but the new and interesting feature concerns the increase in electron density over Bogota during the late evening homs and the bulge in the ionosphere which developes over the equator. It is possible that this bulge may be the result of some form of tidal action but at the moment it is not fully understood.
Electron Density Profiles along the 75° W Meridian

.3 . Vertical Incidence Soundings from Antarctica
For the first time dming the IGY there was established on the Antarctic continent a sizeable network of ionospheric vertical incidence stations [8] . Of a total of approximately a dozen, the following five were operated by the U.S. : Pole, ByJ:d, Little America, Ellsworth, and Wilkes. The data reported here represent the first from high-latitude southern stations and the first ever obtained at eit her the North or South Pole. Prior to making these observations there was considerable question concerning the state of the ionosphere above the pole, whether the ionosphere could exist throughout the 6-month period 1957 JU L.
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of darkness, whether diurnal variations existed in the polar winter ionosphere, and what the natme of the foF2 variations over the Antarctic continent were like. figure 6 . The wintertime-spread echo shown here is typical of magnet-NOV .
OEC .
JAN. Although the anal)~sis is still in progress it would appear that a significant diurnal variation occurs in the foFI and foE during the polar surnmer. Th e principal wave seems to have a 24-hr period showing a m.aximum at 2200 for foFJ and atL 1300 for f oE. Even more striking though is the summertime, daylight behavior of foF2' foF!, and foE monthl~T mean values for the Pole station~ wben;~ plotted against Zurich sunspot number u.s shown in ,figure 9. It would appear from these results that over the Pole the F2 region of the ionosphere becomes weaker, the E region strengthens, and the FI region is relatively insensitive to increased solar activity. This occurs at the time of the year when the polar iono-~ sphere is completely and continuously illuminated . By comparison, it is well lmown that at stations , I throughout the world, the critical frequency for each region of the ionosphere increases with increasing sunspot num.ber, since t he increased solar activity produces an increase in ionizing radiation.
Certainly it can be said that the data from the Pole station is uniqu e in many respects It raises several questions which unfortunately may not be answered until a much more detailed analysis is carried out. In certain instances further data. will n eed to be obtained from the Pole station and careful comparison made with data from other Antarctic stations. Fortunately, the scientific observational I program is continuing, although at a reduced level, ~ in the Antarctica during 1959. Ionospheric soundings are being made at the Pole Station and at BYTd Base and it would be hoped that these measurements could b e continued through the next minimum of solar activity, if not indefinitely.
VHF Propagation Comparison Between Far Eastern and Am€rican Circuits
From VHF transmissions over circuits in the Far East there had been evidence of more enhancements due to sporadic-E propagation than is observed in comparable latitudes in the rest of the world [3] . At times the signals were some 20 db or m.ore higher than over circuits in the United States. Usually propagation at VHF frequencies takes place by scatter fro m the lower ionosphere and occasionally by sporadic-E enhancement. Because of the importance of sporadic E to communications and because of the great difficulty scientists have had in understanding the mechanisms creating sporadic E in the ionosphere i t was particularly important to obtain detailed observations concerning this phenomenon in the Far East during the IGY. 
As the observations progressed it was realized that the cons id erable enhancement taking place during evening hours might be ~ue to scatter from the F region . At 50 ). r c the sIgnal often rose 30 to 40 db above th e normal scatter signal level. During the IGY period the signal ~n han~emc.nt at 49.84 )'1c showed an autumnal hIgh WIth ll1ter-mittent enhancement during the remainder o~ the year and a minimum during Lhe vermd equmox.
During th e year, : May~ ~56 . to May 195?, over a circui t between the PhllLppmes and Okmawa at 36.4 1\1c, the evening anomaly showed a maximum during each equ inoctial period. In order t? venfy the F-J'egion origin for these an0!ll~lous sLgnal.s a series of pulse meaSLll'ements , glvmg .l:an~e-time records were carried ou t over the Pluhppmes to Okina\\:a path during September 1958. Careful independent time standards were u~ed. to con.trol the pulse repetition rate at the transImLtmg tel'I~u~al and the oscilloscope s\veep rate at the re?Clvmg terminal. The pulses were of 50'Msec duratlOn, at a repetition rate] OO /s('.c, with a peak power of about 2 kw. Wben r eceiv ed, the pulses were spread over neil rly a millisecond. The F-region scattered signals were 'readily distinguished from. the normal E-region echo and showed a delay time relative to the E· reo-ion signal between 40 and 1200 M sec. Seldom \\ '~'e sporadic·E signals between PanamB: and Cuba as stron o' as those in the Far East, despIte the fact that in b the Caribbean area the ei['cuits spanned equival ent geomagnetic and geographic latitudes to those in the Far East.
A more detailed report of this Far Eastem VHF anomaly has been published [9] . These authors conclude that these anomalous signals arc associated with low-latitude spread F as often recorded by ionosphere sounders and may indicate the presence of field-alined blobs of ionization in the F region. and Guayaquil. By using lOa-cps bandwidth IF filters in the Guayaquil receiver, it proved possible there to record signals from Huancayo nearly 100 percent of the time, in spite of the low power. All r eceivers used a 12-sec integration in the automaticgain-control circuit as a means of reducing the extreme variations on the chart due to normal fading. The quantity recorded was the AGC voltage, which is a good statistical estimator of the running median value of received signal power. Two east-west circuits were installed along the 20° isocline, to receive signals from Antofagasta at Clorinda, Argentina via the E region and at Sao Paulo. Brazil via the F region. These circuits were installed to compare equatorial east-west propagation, insofar as possible, with the north-south propagation, as well as to check on the southern range of latitude over which equatorial effects are encountered. The presence of transmitters and receivers appropriately spaced permitted the reception of signals at Huancayo from Antofagasta, at Trujillo from Antofagasta, at Guayaquil from Arequipa in addition to the basic circuits previously mentioned and the Huancayo-Guayaquil circuit. Thus there are three symmetrical E-scatter paths,
Cross section of the equatorial forward scatter circuits in South America .
as well as two asymmetrical paths, which permit the simultaneous observation of E-region effects at various latitudes. Ionospheric effects in this extensive region near the magnetic equator are particularly sensitive to latitude. Further details concerning the same ionospheric regions are provided by the records from the close-spaced chain of ionospheric sounders along the west coast of South America. A preliminary comparison of the records obtained over the six circuits along the west coast of South America shows a number of interesting results; however, the complete picture will only be understood after a thorough analysis has been made. Over the two paths, Antofagasta to Guayquil and Arequipa to Trujillo, the short-term daytime variations in the signal intensity appear to correlate very closely. Indeed, over all six circuits, the daytime signal traces appear to correlate reasonably well while nighttime correlations are poor. Comparisons with the vertical incidence soundings at Huancayo suggest that these daytime signals result from scattering by equatorial sporadic E. A close correlation exists, during certain periods studied, b etween the signal over the Arequipa to Trujillo path and the H component of the Huancayo magnetogram. This is particularly the case when the signal correlation over all six paths is good . Since the H component has been interpreted as a measure of the equatorial electrojet, a close relationship is now indicated between VHF signals and the electrojet, and perhaps also between equatorial sporadic E and the electrojet. The Antofagasta to Huancayo and the Huancayo to Guayaquil records both show sporadic E signals similar to those over circuits in middle latitudes, while the curious aspect is that the circuit from Arequipa to Trujillo almost never exhibits this form of sporadic E propagation.
Often during the evening and nighttime hours on the Antofagasta to Guayaquil path (but not on the Antofagasta to Trujillo path) there is observed a strong signal increase which appears to correlate well with the occurrence of spread F on the vertical incidence sounder at Huancayo. While it had been expected that F-region scatter might take place over thi 10ng-paLh i:rcuit much of the time, this is eVIdence that it can occur ftt night.
The cooperation and participation of the IGY committees of Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Ecuador, and Peru wa an indi pen ible part of this experiment, and the assisLance by Lhe government of these countries was gr eatly appreciaLed.
IGY Radio Noise Network
Radio noise is the basic limitation to radio :reception, and in particular, the background of radio noise originating from natural causes in the atmosphere is often a severe restriction to good radio communication . Therefore, a detailed knowledge concerning the distribution of noise levels throughout the world and an understanding of the noise characteristics is fundamental to the advancement of communication techniques. For this reason, during the IGY, a worldwide network of stations recording radio noise levels was put into operation by NBS under the supervision of W. Q. Crichlow, R. T . Disney, and C. A. Samson.
In any radio noise measurements the following three parameters are useful: (1) The mean power, (2) the mean envelope voltage, and (3) the mean logarithm of the envelope voltage. The mean power averaged over several minutes is the basic parameter, and is expressed a an effective antenna-noise figure, defined as the noise power available from an equivalent lossless antenna in decibels above the thermalnoise power available from a passive resistance. Measurements of these parameters were made with the NBS radio-noise recorder, Model ARN-2, which has an effective bandwidth of 150 to 300 cps and uses a 21. 75-ft vertical antenna and elevated groundplane system. There are eight channels used between 13 kc and 20 Mc, two channels being recorded simultaneously. A 15-min recording is made on each frequency each hour, and is taken as representative of the noise condition tlu-oughout the hour. In addition to measurements made with the ARN-2 in the worldwide network instantaneous amplitude probability distributions were obtained at Boulder, Colo. These distributions provide information concerning the detailed character of the noise from which its interfere nce properties can be determined.
Preliminary results would indicate that the worldwide predictions as presented by the CCIR report No. 65 are too simplified. The behavior of radio noise, as a function of the frequency, time of day and season, differs widely from location to location. Specific local conditions need to be well understood in order to make accurate predictions.
As a few examples of this one can point out the following. Afternoon noise levels in areas of high lo cal thunderstorm activity may be 20 to 30 db higher than indicated by the predictions . Boulder, Colorado is a good example of this, since it is located near one of the most active thunderstorm regions in the United States-the front range of the Rocky Mountains . On certain days the variation may be as much as 70 db, on some frequencies. In contrast,
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at Kekaha in the Territory of Hawaii, the minimum noise levels for the low frequencies tend to occur near sunset instead of a few hours after sunrise as at most stations. As a result, the 160-kc afternoon noise levels appear to be 20 to 30 db lower than predicted at this lo cation. The nighttime noise levels at Boulder are often lower t han predicted while at Kekaha they agree rather well with the predictions.
The data recorded during the IGY at the stations listed in table 2 have been published in IGY data booklets and quarterly summaries have been issued as NBS reports giving trends and tentative conclusions. Continuously recording phase meters were used which compared the af tones from the two receivers. At first, half-wave dipoles wer e used, but later circularly polarized antennas were employed. Two effects were contained in the records: regular geometrical changes such as those related to the orbit and irregular changes presumably related to ionospheric turbulence and refraction. The group under R. C. Kirby and J_ M. Watts used dipole antennas to measure the field intensity on 20 and 40 Mc from which it was estimated that the total power emitted by Sputnik I was of the order of 1 w. This value was later confirmed by the Soviet scientists. The group under the direction of R . S. Lawrence and E. R. Schiffmacher modified the receivers in the 40-ft dishes used for the radio star scintillation measurements in order to receive the 40-Mc satellite signal. The two dishes are separated by a spacing of 1,500 ft. Within a few hours, dipole antennas were set up at twice the spacing of the dishes in order to receive the 20-Mc signal on an electrically equivalent baseline. The phase-switching and det ecting equipment, that had previously been used for the Jupiter project, was put in operation here. M easurements were made of the direction of arrival of th e 20 and 40 Mc signals. Simple ionospheric theory suggests that simultaneous measurements of refraction , at 20 and 40 Mc, should be in the ratio of 4 to 1. If this were correct, simultaneous measurements on the two frequencies could be used to deduce the true satellite direction. Observations have shown, that in fact, the irregular structure of the ionosphere invalidates this procedure.
Following the initial "crash" prcgram more permanent interferometer arrangements were made at Table mesa near Boulder. Pairs of half-wave dipoles, with horizontal east-west polarization at one third wave l ength above the ground, were set up at the corners of equilateral triangles of 3,000-ft and 150-ft spacing. Observations were made at both 20 and 40 Mc. In addition circularly polarized antennas were installed. The output can be recorded on magnetic tape or on two 6-channel Sandborn recorders . The equipment is fully automatic and can be set for automatically coming on during the passage of a satellite beacon transmitter at these frequencies. The fading rate is slowest when the satellite is in th e north and greatest when it is in the south; (b ) the greater height of the satellite during the north-to-south passes, and hence the longer ionospheric paths of the radio signals, accounts for the greater fading rates during these passes than during the south-to-north passes; (c) nighttime passes are characterized by a fading rate that is much slower than for daylight passes at the same h eight. When the fading rate was compared with the square of the F-Iayer critical frequency, taken from the Boulder ionograms, it shows that the daily variations in fading rate are largely due to the daily variations in the ionization content of the ionosphere. Many of the Faraday-rotation rates, rather than varying smoothly throughout a single passage of the satellite, vary irregularly and indicate the existence of ionospheric irregularities. In some instances these irregularities are of the order of 100 km in lateral extent. Calculations, using the 20 Mc signal from 1958 0-2, show that the observed irregularities in the Faraday rotation rate can be accounted for if the 12 integrated electron content, along the line of sight, per square centimeter column , varies irregularity with variations of the order of 10 9 during a 1-km change (horizontal) in satellite position. From a determination of the number of complete rotations of the plane of polarization of the radio signal, the total electron content, up to the height of the satellite, can be calculated. For a pass of satellite 19580-2, at a height of about 236 km, low in the F region, th e integrated electron content in a vertical column was estimated as 2.7 X ] 0 12 electrons/cm 2 column .
In conjunction with the satellite observations a computer program is being set up for tracing the paths of the rays between the satellite and the receiver. The ordinary and extraordinary rays are traced separately through the ionosphere and the difference in their phase paths gives the instantaneous orientation of their polarization vector. Actual ionospheric profiles from ionograms are used up to the F-region peak , but various assumed profiles are tried for t he upper ionosphere. The ray-tracing program is coupled to a program which gives successive positions of the satellite along an ellip tical orbit. The combination of these two programs gives a complete picture of the Doppler frequency, the Faraday rotation, and the angle of arrival of the satellite signal. A comparison between the direction of arrival and line of sight to the satellite gives a measure of the angular errors introduced by the ionosphere.
Airglow Observations
The atoms and molecules of the earth 's upper atmosphere continuously radiate a fiux of light and radiation. During the daylight hours this fiux is swamped by a much stronger energ.v filL\,: from the sun, but at night the airglow emitted from the h igh atmosphere can be easily detected by sensitive photometers and on occasion it can be seen by the human eye. Closely related to the airglow emission, and perhaps a part of the same phenomenon, is the well known and often observed aurora associated with high-latitude belts on the earth. Because of its wide distribution and constant occurrence, it ,vas logical that a worldwide study of t h e au'glow be undertaken as a part of the lOY synoptic program. F. E.
Roach has directed the NBS airglow program involving observation stations at Fritz Peak, Colorado and Rapid City, South Dakota. In addition, the group constructed photometers for College, Alaska, Huancayo, Peru, and Sidney, Australia. The photometer itself is of a hybrid design combining the Lyot birefringent filter principle, as adapted by J. Blamont and A. Kastler [13] and used by R. B. Dunn and E. Manring [14] with the telescope system designed by F. E. Ross. The telescope has a 6-in. objective, a focal length of 13 in ., and a 4-degree field of view. A series of color filters permit the selection of one of the following emissions characteristic of the night au'glow: 01 (lSo-lD2) at 5577 A, 01 (ID2_3P 1) at 6300 A, and N aI e p 312-2 S112, 2Pl I2-2S112) at 5890 and 5896 A.
In addition there are many strong bands of emission / in Lhe infrared from Lil e OH mol eeule. The photomeLer is programmed to sweep Lhe sk y in successive almucanLul's at angles of 80°, 75°, 70°, 60°,40°, and Lbe zeni Lh. The pllO Lom eLer sweeps the entire sky in 4 min at each wavelengL h and returns once eac h l5-min interval to r epeal, Lhe wavelength sequence. Th e data are r ecorded on a sLrip cha rI, r ecorder and Lra ns[elTec! to punch cards for processing on the IB:\f 650.
In addiLion to the phoLomeLer described above, a simple photometer of Lh e Roach-Elve)" L?pe wa s installed at Thul e, G ree nland in October 1958 for special observaLions at the magnetic pole. There was also installed an all-sk:y camera and a patrol specLrograph at Fritz P eak and at R apid City.
A number of notable r esults have come from this IGY a irglow program at the Central R adio Propagation Labora tory. Since a number of publication s have appeared describing these results they will only b e referred to h ere and not described in detail.
An analysis of the nightglow observations at 5577-A shows the emission to come from a heigh t of approxim ately 100 km [15] . Direct measurements of the alt itude of the night airglow obtained from ro ckets [16] show t he maximum of the 5577-A layer to be n ear 98 km. Systematic isopho te airglow maps of t he night s k~T throughout many nights have bee n prepared and a careful analysis of Lhese maps made. This analysis shows t he sky to con tain di scr ete a irglow cells of 5577 -A emission, h aving a character istic diameter of 2500 km a nd moving with translational speeds of about 100 m /sec . T hese a irglow cells app ear to exhibi t a rotational per iod of abou t 5 h1'.
In order to inves tiga te the possibilit.,-Lhat the 5577-A night airglow, present over Lhe earth as a whole, m'L~-be clo s cl~-related to th e aurora, wh ich is prevalant in high-latitude r eg ions, the CRPL investiga tors have made a statistieal anal. ,'sis concernin g t he frequenc.,-of occurrence of these phenomena [17, 18] . Al t hough this type of statistical treatment is open to some qu estion it may give a clu e as to whe ther or not t hese two ph enomena, the airglow and t he aurora, h ave a common origin. To this subcenter , all airglow and ionospheric stations in the western hemi spbere ancl Australia and New Zealand send their data for copying and filing. In t his m anner, a ce ntral fil e of t he resul ts of the IGY obser vations will be m ade available for r esearch and study for many year 1,0 come. It was t he responsibilit:v of this subcenter during the IGY to se nd or arrange to be sent copies of the data to World D ata Centers B, C1, and C2 located in the USSR , England, and J apan resp ectively. These centers in return send data from the laboratories in their area of r esponsibility to Boulder. This sub center, in addition to maintaining files of the data, prepares catalogues and indexes of the da ta, makes copies of t he data available to scien tists, organiza tions, and others r equiring its use, and maintains at the Data Center office space wher e visiting research workers ca n come for study.
Although not all stations supply Lhe same amolmt of data to the D ata Center, the following items were contained in the recommendations of the First R eport of the Special Comm itLee on World wide So undin gs;
1. Hourly values of j O F2' h'F2, (M3000)F2,joFj , h,'F, CM3000)Fj ,joE, hiE, F-min, f oEs, j bEs, hiEs, and other types of Es. 13 2. All median values ofjoF2' (M 3000)F2, andjoEs and other median values .
3. All stations were to produce j plots for R eg ular World D ays, Sp ecial ' 'Vorld Intervals, and any other occasions on which quarter-hourly or more frequent observation s are scaled. High-latitude stations and a number of other key station s were to supply j ploLs for every day.
4. J onograms at least for the R eg ular World Days and Special World Intervals.
In addition, other special types of data will event ually b e on file in the D ata Center, such as whistler data, radio-noise data, equatorial forward-scatter daLa, and data from other uniq ue experiments. For the air·glow st udies zcniLh-in tensity digiLal data for several stations, for the oxygen emissions at 5577 A and 6300 A, sodium at 5893 A, and the n car irlfrared OH em ission, is comin g in to Lhe Data Center. The stations includ ed in the 1\.111.erican chain are Thule, Saskatoon, Rapid City, Fritz P eak in Colorado, Sacramento P eak irl New M exico, Tantazantla and Huancayo, P eru.
A steady flow of data has b een coming in to the Data Center during the latter part of the IGY and it will b e more than a year after the close of the IGY period before most of the data is in. The D ata Center has r eceived sizable amounts of data from the other World D ata Centers. In addition to the IGY elata, the Data Center has available in Boulder an extensive archive of data covering many years of r ecords from stations throughout th e world.
Workers desir'ing data may obtain it for the cost of reproduction from the World Data Center A, Subcenter for Air'glow and Ionosphere, Central Radio Propagation Laboratory, National Bureau of Standards, B oulder , Colorado.
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